
 

 

Missangel Lashes is ? one of the most professional lash vendors in the world, We main 

wholesale eyelashes,25mm mink lashes and custom eyelash packaging. If you are 

looking for best mink lash vendors, we are definitely your best choice! 

 

25mm Mink Lashes Wholesale refer to a bulk purchase of false lashes at a discounted 

price. This is a great option for makeup artists, beauty salons, or retailers who want to 

provide high-quality lashes to their clients. Purchasing 25mm lashes wholesale allows 

you to get a larger quantity of lashes at a lower price than buying them individually. 

 

Mink eyelashes are a particularly popular option for wholesale purchase. Mink lashes 

are made from the fur of minks, which is collected during the shedding season without 

https://www.missangellashes.com/25mm-mink-lashes/


harming the animal. They are soft, lightweight, and give a natural look to the eyes. 

They are a luxury item and can be quite expensive when bought individually, but 

buying them in bulk at wholesale prices can make them more affordable. 

 

25mm Mink Lashes Wholesale are a popular choice for those who want to achieve a 

bold and dramatic look for their eyes. These lashes are longer than the typical false 

eyelashes, measuring 25 millimeters in length. They are usually made from synthetic 

materials or natural hair like mink or silk. 

 

When choosing a supplier for 25mm Lashes Wholesale Eyelashes, it's important to 

select a reputable source that provides high-quality lashes. Look for suppliers who use 

ethically sourced materials and have a good reputation in the beauty industry. 

 

25mm Lashes Wholesale Eyelashes are often used for special occasions such as 

weddings, proms, or photo shoots, as they add a touch of glamour and sophistication 

to the overall look. They come in various styles, ranging from natural-looking to bold 

and dramatic. It's important to choose the right style of lashes that suits the client's 

needs and preferences. 

 

25mm Lashes Wholesale Eyelashes are a great investment for makeup artists, beauty 

salons, and retailers who want to provide their clients with high-quality false lashes at 

an affordable price. Choose a reputable supplier and make sure to select the right style 

of lashes to suit the occasion and client's needs. With proper care and storage, these 

lashes can be used multiple times, making them a valuable addition to any makeup kit. 

 

25mm Lashes Wholesale Eyelashes refers to a bulk purchase of 25mm mink false 

eyelashes at a discounted price, typically for professional use or resale. Mink lashes are 

made from the fur of the Siberian or Chinese mink, and are known for their natural-

looking texture, lightweight feel, and durability. 
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Purchasing 25mm mink lashes wholesale is a cost-effective way to stock up on high-

quality eyelashes for beauty salons, makeup artists, or retailers. Wholesale prices are 

often lower than retail prices, and buying in bulk allows for greater profit margins. 

 

25mm Lashes Wholesale Eyelashes are popular among customers who want to 

achieve a dramatic, glamorous look, and are ideal for special occasions such as 

weddings, proms, or photo shoots. They come in various styles and designs, ranging 

from wispy and natural to thick and full. 

 

When purchasing 25mm Lashes Wholesale Eyelashes, it's important to choose a 

reputable supplier that uses ethically sourced mink fur and provides quality products. 

Proper care and storage can help to extend the life of the lashes, making them a 

worthwhile investment for beauty professionals and retailers. 

 

25mm Lashes are a type of false eyelashes that are 25 millimeters in length, typically 

made of synthetic or natural hair such as mink or silk. They are designed to add 

volume, length, and drama to your natural lashes, and can be applied with adhesive 

glue. 

 

These lashes are longer and more dramatic than typical false eyelashes, making them 

perfect for special occasions or for people who want to make a bold statement with 

their eye makeup. They come in various styles and shapes, ranging from natural-

looking to full-on glam. 

 

Wearing 25mm Lashes can enhance the overall look of your eyes, making them appear 

larger and more defined. However, they may not be suitable for everyday wear as they 

can feel heavy on the eyelids and require extra care when removing them. 
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